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Background



Type of Recommender Systems

• Recommender System: 

• “A recommender system is an 
information filtering system that seeks 
to predicts the “rating” or “preference” 
a user would give to an item.”

• Type of Recommender Systems:

• Content-Based  Filtering

• Collaborative Filtering(CF)

• Memory-Based Collaborative Filtering, 
e.g., User-based CF, Item-based CF

• Model-Based Collaborative Filtering, 
e.g., Matric factorization, Neural Network

• Hybrid Filtering

Courtesy: 1) https://d2l.ai/chapter_recommender-systems/recsys-intro.html 2)  

https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1155/2009/421425 3)  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.07435.pdf, 4) https://humboldt-

wi.github.io/blog/research/applied_predictive_modeling_19/causalrecommendersystem/

https://d2l.ai/chapter_recommender-systems/recsys-intro.html
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1155/2009/421425
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1707.07435.pdf
https://humboldt-wi.github.io/blog/research/applied_predictive_modeling_19/causalrecommendersystem/


Dataset description

- The Movies Dataset from Kaggle
- 26M ratings from 270K users on 45K movies

- Content
- Text: Each movie has an overview (a paragraph) 
- Rating: A tuple (UserID, MovieID, Rating, Timestamp)
- Other Attributes: 

- Genre: e.g. Action, Animation, Romance, …
- Credits:  (cast, crew)

* https://www.kaggle.com/rounakbanik/the-movies-dataset



System framework

Graph embedding

Text embedding

Classifier



Preprocessing

- Removing data in incorrect format
- 3 of 45K movies are deleted

- Index adjustment
- Consecutive IDs for convenience

- Attribute selection
- Cast: Only top 8 casts (cast order included in the raw data)

- Crew: Only use ‘director’



Text Embedding: Doc2vec

● Goal: Use Doc2Vec to learning the main content of movies’ metadata, and represent it as an emt, 128 

dimensional vector for each movie. (subscript mt is for movie text embedding, and mg is for movie graph 

embedding)

● Reason why we used Doc2Vec

○ It can learn vector representation from unlabeled data and generalized well on the data that do 

not have enough labels.

○ Dov2vec takes word orders into consideration while learning the semantic meaning of 

documents. 

● Implementation:

○ Use gensim package to 

○ movie’s overview ➔ embedding vectors



Graph embedding: Metapath2vec

- Heterogeneous information network

- User (U), Movie (M), Genre (G), Cast/crew (C) 

- Metapath2vec-based sampling

- Preserve semantic relationships between nodes

- U-M-U, U-M-G-M-U, U-M-C-M-U

- Rating-aware sampling policy

Similarly sample for P(m->u).
* "metapath2vec: Scalable representation learning for heterogeneous networks." Proceedings of the 23rd ACM SIGKDD 
international conference on knowledge discovery and data mining. 2017.
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Classification

● Goal:

○ A 3-layey MLP is used as a classifier for our last module to take the text embedding vector and 

graph embedding to predict the rating score.

● Layer size:

○ 128, 32, 10. 

○ Note: input layer takes 128-dimensional vector, and 32 neurons for hidden layer, and 10 neurons 

for output layer.

● Epochs: 5

● Learning rate: 1*10^-3

● Computing Environment: OSC Owens cluster with single GPU node



Conclusion

● Methods

○ Use text embedding only (TEXT)

○ Use graph embedding only (GRAPH)

○ Use both text and graph embedding (BOTH)

● Key Takeaway

○ BOTH methods outperforms other two in all metrics

○ BOTH method takes 5.61% longer to train than the other 

twos on average.

○ ACC (or MSE/MAE) decrease as batch size increases (or 

increase)

○ Training faster as batch size increases 



Thanks! Any Question?
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